List of Sources

Textbooks

Language

Civic Education

National Education

Islamic Education
1. Islamic Education, Grade 2, part 2, (2001) 91 pages

Christian Education

Mathematics

General Science

Household Economy

Arts and Crafts
2. Arts and Crafts, Grade 7, (2001) 75 pages

High School Final Examinations, 2000
1. Arabic Language, Scientific Trend, First & Second Parts
2. Arabic Language, Humanistic Trend, First Part
3. Arabic Language, Commercial Trend
4. Islamic Education, All Trends
5. Geography, Humanistic Trend
7. Mathematics, Humanistic Trend
8. Scientific Education, Humanistic Trend
9. Biology, Scientific Trend
10. Physics, Scientific Trend, First & Second Parts
11. Chemistry, Scientific Trend
12. English, Scientific Trend, First & Second Parts
13. English, Humanistic Trend, First & Second Parts
High School Final Examinations, 2002
1. Arabic Language, Scientific Trend, First & Second Parts
2. Arabic Language, Humanistic Trend, First Part
3. Arabic Language, Commercial Trend
4. Islamic Culture, All Trends
5. History of the Arabs and the Modern World, Humanistic Trend, First & Second Parts
6. Geography, Humanistic Trend
7. Scientific Education, Humanistic Trend
8. Biology, Scientific Trend
9. Physics, Scientific Trend, First Part
10. Chemistry, Scientific Trend
11. English, Humanistic Trend, First & Second Parts
12. Applied Managerial Sciences
13. Applied Computer Sciences

Additional Textbooks - Old Version
(With answers to some of the questions in the examinations)
1. Islamic Culture, Grade 12, (1998) 324 pages